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LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

Using a Microscope

Objectives

Materials

Purpose

Background

o using a compotmd light microscope
o making’a wet mount
o using a stereomicroscope

Demonstrate the proper use and care of a compound light microscope.
Focus the compound light microscope at low power and at high power.
Make a wet-mount slide to examine under the microscope.
Demonstratethe proper use and care ofa stereomicroscope.
Compare the movement of the images seen through a compound light micro-
scope and a stereomicroscope. -

compound light microscope ° water
prepared slide . forceps
lens paper . dissecting needle or penci!
glass microscope slide (2) o thread

o coverslip (2) ¯ stereo.micrOSCOpe
° sdssors ¯ paper towel
° newspaper o small plants, such as moss
o medicine dropper o leaves

You are a laboratory assistant who has been selected to be part of a newly formed
research .team. Throughout the year, you will be observing many organisms and
performing many tests. To perform these, tasks, you Mll use a v.ariety of tools.
Today you wil! be trained on the use of a compound light microscope and a
stereomicroscope. You ~11 also learn how to make a wet-mount slide.

In almost every type of biological research, the microscope plays a fundamental
role. Biologists use it to study the fine structures of ceils and tissues-things too
small to be seen with the unaided eye. The microscope used most often is the
light microscope, which uses light to form an enlarged image of a specimen.
Two types of light microscopes are the compoundlight microscope and the
stereomicroscope. Compound light microscopes are used to view tiny living
organisms as wel! as preserved cells mounted on glass--a microscope slide--
and covered with a coverslip. A slide that is prepared with water is called a wet
mount. Stereomicroscopes are used to smdylarger specimens and provide ~
three-dimensional view of the specimens surface.

Under the compound light microscope, most objects and microorganisms are
observed in a drop of water. If you think of that drop of water as a pond and the
objects and microorganisms as fish in the pond, you will begin to see why it is
important to be able to focus at different depths. Depth-of-field focusing is
always done under high power with the fine adjustment.
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I LABORATORY TECHNIQUES Cl

Procedure

I continued

Part l--Learning the Compound Light Microscope

1. Complete the following data table as yo.u do Part. 1.

Eyepiece
Coarse
adjustment

Body tube Fine
adjustment

Revolving nosepiece ~ Arm

Low-power objective Stage clip
High-power objective

Stage

Mirror Diaphragm

Base

Function of the Parts of a Compound Light Microscope

Microscope part Function
Eyepiece
(magnification:, )

Body tube

Arm

Stage

Coarse adjustment

Fine adjustment

Lamp or mirror

Revolving nosepiece

Low-power objective
"(magnification:

High-power objective
(magnification: )

Diaphragm

Base
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LABORATORY TECHNIQUES C1 I continued

Carry a microscope to your lab table as Shown by your teacher. Note: A micro-
scope is expensive and fragile. It is important to use it co.rrectI~ to avoid damaging
it and avoid breaking slides or deitroying specimens. When you use a microscope,
be sure it rests securely on your lab table away from the edge.

3.Locate each microscope part listed in the data table and shown in the diagram
on the previous page. Observe the magnification power (a number followed
by an X) of the eyepiece and the low- and high-power objectives. Record these
numbers in your data table.

4. ~     if your microscope has a bu~t-in lamp, plug it in and turn it on.
"~" If your microscope has a mirror, adjust the mirror to reflect -

light through the hole in the center of the stage. CAI_rrION: If your micro-
scope has a mirror, never use direct stmlight as a light source. Direct stm-
light will damage your eyes.

Raise the objectives (or lower the stage) as far as possible by turning the coarse-
adjustment knob toward you. Secure a prepared slide to the stage using the
stage dips. Ttma the low-powe~ objective into position over the stage. While
observing the stage from eye level, use the coarse-adjustment knob to position
the objective as dose to the slide as it will go without touching the slide.

Look through the eyepiece. Always keep both eyes open as you look into the
eyepiece. Keeping both eyes open avoids eye strain. If the lens is dirty, ask
your teacher to demonstrate the correct way to dean it. Note: Never use any-
thing other than lens paper to clean the lenses of the microscope. Focus with the
coarse-adjustment knob by mm~g it away from you. Note: Never focus objec-
tives downwarEL You mw run the objective into the slide and break the slide or
damage the objective.

Complete focusing by slowly mining the free-adjustment knob back and
forth. When the object you are viewing is in focus and exac~y in the middle
of your field of vision, switch to high power. Note: Never use the coarse-
adjustment knob at high power.

Part 2--Making a Wet Mount
8. ~ Use scissors to cut out a capital letter R from a piece of newspaper.

Note: Do not use one from a headline. CAIJTION: Handle scissors
carefully. Notify your teacher of any cuts.

9. ~ With a medicine &opper, place one &op of waterin the middle of a
~ dean glass microscope slide. CAUTION: Glassware is fragile. Notify

your teacher promptly of anybroken glass or cuts. Do not dean up 15token
glass or spills unless your teacher tells you to do so. With forceps, place the
letter R in the drop of water as seen in the diagram on the next page.

10. Hold a coverslip at a 45° angle to the slide at the edge of the dropof water "
as seen in the diagram on the next page. Lower the coverslip s!owly to avoid
forming air bubbles. Under the microscope, air bubbles look round and have
dark edges.
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I LABORATORY TECHNIQUES Cl 1 continued

11. Place your wet mount on the microscope stage with the letter R facing you.
Using the low-power objective, .center and focus the microscope on the letter
/L Then s~tc~ to ~F:~ power.

What happens to the image of the letter R as you go from low to high power?

12. As you look through the eyepiece, slowly adjust the diaphragm to obtain the
appropriate light for viewing.

What happens as you adjust the diaphragm?

13. As you look into the microscope, use your fingers to move the slide to the
right and then to the left.

What happens to the image as you move the slide to the right?

What happens to the image as you move the slide to the left?

Move the slide away from you, and record what happens to the image.

Part 3mDepth-of-Field Focusing

~ Make a wet mount slide of two threads by cross’.mg the threads in the14.
center of a dean glass microscope slide. Use a medicine dropper to add

a drop of water. Add a coverslip to the slide.

8
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I LABORATORY TECHNIQUES Cl ! continued

15. Place your wet mount on the stage of the microscope. Under low power,
adjust the slide on the microsco.pe stage so that the point where the threads
cross is in the center of your field Of vision. Bring the threads into focus.

Can you see both threads in focus at the same time?

16. Swit& to high power.

~ Using the fine adjustment, can you see both threads in focus at the same
time? Why?

17. Slowly turn the fine-adjustment knob back and forth, and practice-focusing
on different parts of the two threads.

Part 4JComparing the Stereomicroscope With the
Compound Light Microscope

18. Look at the stereornicroscope, and identify the parts labded in the diagram
below. Determine how its uses differ from those of the compound light micro-
scope. Compare the working distance (the space between the objective and the
stage) of the stereomicroscope to that of the compound light microscope.

Variable 3ieces
magnification control

Bodytube

Arm
Objective lens
housing

Coarse
adjustment --

Stage clip

Stage

Stage plate
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I LABORATORY TECHNIQUES C1 ,I continued

Analysis

23. ~. Clean up your work area and wash your hands before leaving the lab.

24..What does the magnitication number on the eyepiece mean?

25. Calculate the total magnification of your compound light microscope at low
powe) and at high power. Remember, you look at a spedmen through both
the objective lens and the eyepiece (I-Iint: Multiply the eyepiece magnification
by the objective magnification.) Show your work below.

26. Under which power, high or low, is the largest field of view seen?

27. What will happen to the field of view when you switch ~om low power to
high power?

28. When making a wet mount, why must you always use a coverslip?

29. Why is it necessary to be able to focus at different depths?

30, ~/lay.do objects look three-dimensional tmd~..the~t~reomicroscope?
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C1 I continuedI LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

Conclusions 31. If a microorganism were swimming from right to left across your field of
view under a compound light mictoscope~ which way Would yon move the

" microscope slide to keep it in view? Why?

32. If the same microorganism as above were swimming from right to left across
your field of view under a stereomicroscope, which way would yon move the
microscope slide to keep it in view? Why?

33. When is the microscope a useful tool £or biologists?

-" .~. _A student brings in a piece of moldy bread. ~c~ microscope would you use
~ the mold? Why?             -~

Extensions 35.

36.

Research technicians use microscopes to study and identify many things. Find
out about the training and skills required to become a research technidan.

In addition to light microscopes, biologists today use many different kinds
of microscopes in their everyday activities. Find out the differences and the
amount of magnification for the following microscopes: electron microscope,
scanning electron microscope, transmission electron microscope., and scan-
ning turmeling electron microscope.
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